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OKLAHOMA’S TRAPPERS AND TRADERS

UNIT OVERVIEW

 This Unit will introduce students to fur trappers and traders in the New 
 World and Oklahoma while teaching them about the French and Indian 
 War.

UNIT OBJECTIVES

The students will:
 
 • explain the importance of the fur trade to Spain, France, and England.
 • describe how Native Americans were a valuable part of the fur trade.
 • describe what Native Americans received in exchange for fur pelts.
 • explain the competition over land west of the Mississippi between 
  France and Spain and why Spain built forts in the Province of Texas.
 • explain what was special about the Ohio River Valley.
 • describe which country claimed ownership of the Ohio River Valley.
 • give an opinion as to why Spain entered the French and Indian War and 
  fought for France.
 • describe what Great Britain and Spain received in the Treaty of Paris.

MATERIALS

 Oklahoma History Notebook (a composition book works well) 
 Scissors, Coloring Pencils, Glue
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OKLAHOMA’S TRAPPERS AND TRADERS

NEW VOCABULARY

 allies, captives, cavalry, competed, incisor, manufactured, merchant, militias, mission, 
 missionaries, network, outnumbered, pelts, port, resources, rodent, surrendered, treaty  

TEACHING

 Before reading The Fur Trade, students will:
  •  use the Glossary (pg. 59) to create and glue two Vocabulary Foldables 
    into their Oklahoma History notebooks. (pps. 7-13)
      
 After reading The Fur Trade (pps. 14-16), students will:
  •  answer The Fur Trade Reading Comprehension 
    Questions.  (pg. 17)
  •  use the lesson to answer each of the Big Idea Questions and glue the Big 
    Idea Booklet Template into their Oklahoma History notebooks.  (pps. 18-21) 
  •  answer fi ve pre-writing questions and use the answers to write a Fur 
    Trader Story.  (pps. 22-25)
  •  follow written directions to draw and color a beaver.  (pps. 26-27)
  •  create a Fur Trade Cause and Effect Organizer to glue into their Oklahoma 
    History notebooks.  (pps. 28-33)

 After reading The French and Indian War (pps 34-36), students will:
  •  answer The French and Indian War Reading Comprehension 
    Questions.  (pg. 37)
  •  use the lesson to answer each of the Big Idea Questions and add them to 
    the Big Idea Booklet Template already glued in their Oklahoma History 
    notebooks.  (pps. 38-40)
  •  answer fi ve pre-writing questions and use the answers to write a French 
    and Indian War Letter using proper letter writing format.  (pps. 41-50)
  •  create a French and Indian War Cause and Effect Organizer to glue into their 
    Oklahoma History notebooks.  (pps. 51-56)
  •  take a Vocabulary Quiz for Oklahoma’s Trappers and 
    Traders.  (pps. 57-58)
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OKLAHOMA ACADEMIC CONTENT STANDARDS FOR GRADE 3
  
 ECONOMIC LITERACY

 CONTENT STANDARD 2:  THE STUDENT WILL IDENTIFY AND DESCRIBE BASIC ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES 
    CREATING PROSPERITY IN THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA.

 1. Summarize how scarcity and surplus require people to make choices about producing and 
  consuming goods and services.

 2. Compare differences among human, natural, and capital resources used to produce goods and 
  services.

GEOGRAPHY LITERACY

 CONTENT STANDARD 3:  THE STUDENT WILL EXAMINE OKLAHOMA’S GEOGRAPHY AND HOW 
    PEOPLE OF OKLAHOMA INTERACT WITH THEIR ENVIRONMENT.

 2. The student will examine through short research projects the interaction of the environment and 
  the peoples of Oklahoma.

  A. Describe how early Native Americans used Oklahoma’s natural resources to survive 
   including the use of fur trading.

 HISTORY LITERACY

 CONTENT STANDARD 4:  THE STUDENT WILL ANALYZE THE SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND HISTORIC 
    PERSONALITIES CONTRIBUTING TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATE OF 
    OKLAHOMA.

 2. Describe early expeditions to Oklahoma.

OKLAHOMA’S TRAPPERS AND TRADERS
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OKLAHOMA PROCESS AND LITERACY SKILLS FOR LEARNING GRADE 3

PROCESS AND LITERACY

 SKILLS STANDARD 1:  THE STUDENT WILL DEVELOP AND DEMONSTRATE COMMON CORE 
    INFORMATIONAL TEXT READING LITERACY SKILLS.

 A. Key Ideas and Details
  1. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the 
   text as a basis for the answers.
  2. Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they support the
   main idea.
  3. Describe the relationship between a series of historic events or social studies concepts, using
   language that pertains to time, sequence, and cause/effect.

 B. Craft and Structure
  4. Determine the meaning of general academic and social studies domain-specifi c words and 
   phrases in a text relevant to Grade 3 Oklahoma Studies.
  5. Use text features and search tools (e.g., timelines, maps, charts, graphs, images, artwork, 
   photographs, key words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to locate information relevant to a given
   topic.

 C. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
  7. Use information from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in a text to 
   demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events occur).
  8. Describe the logical connection between particular sentences and paragraphs in a text 
   (e.g., comparison, cause/effect, fi rst/second/third/ in a sequence.
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OKLAHOMA PROCESS AND LITERACY SKILLS FOR LEARNING GRADE 3

PROCESS AND LITERACY (CONTINUED)

SKILLS STANDARD 2:  THE STUDENT WILL DEVELOP AND DEMONSTRATE COMMON CORE 
    WRITING LITERACY SKILLS.

A. Text Types and Purposes
  1. Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reason.
  2. Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information 
   clearly.
  3. Write narratives based on historic Oklahoma and/or events using descriptive details and
   clear event sequences.

B. Production and Distribution of Writing
  6. With guidance and support from adults, use technology to produce and publish writing 
   (using keyboarding skills) as well as to interact and collaborate with others.

C. Research to Build and Present Knowledge
  7. Conduct short research projects that build knowledge about a topic related to Oklahoma.
  8. Recall information from experiences or gather information from print and digital resources;
   take brief notes on sources and sort evidence into provided categories. 

D. Range of Writing
  10. Write routinely over extended time frames and shorter time frames for a range of social 
   studies tasks, purposes, and audiences.

SKILLS STANDARD 3:  THE STUDENT WILL DEVELOP AND DEMONSTRATE COMMON CORE 
    SPEAKING AND LISTENING SKILLS.

B. Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas
  4. Report on a Social Studies topic or text or tell a social studies related story with appropriate
   facts and relevant, descriptive details, and speaking clearly at an understandable pace.
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Text Copyright © 2018 by SPLASH! Publications, Glendale Arizona
Illustration Copyright © 2018 by SPLASH! Publications, Glendale Arizona
All rights reserved.  No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form 
by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopy, recording, or any information 
storage or retrieval system without permission in written form from the authors.  Pages in 
Oklahoma’s Trappers and Traders may be reproduced by the original purchaser only for use in 
the original purchaser’s classroom and may not be sold or used for purposes other than those 
specifi cally permitted by the authors.

Illustrations and cover design by Victoria J. Smith

RATE THIS UNIT 
We value your opinion!  Please take the time to rate this Unit and tell us and other teachers 
what you think about it.  

FOLLOW US 
We are creating and posting new units and lessons on a daily basis.  If you like what you 
see in this unit, click on the Follow Me button so you will be the fi rst to know when we post 
something new.  
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VOCABULARY
allies

cavalry

competed

incisor

manufactured

merchant

network

pelts

rodent

BIG IDEAS
Why was the fur

trade important 

to Spain, France,

and England?

How were Native

Americans a

valuable part of

the fur trade?

What did Native

Americans receive

in exchange for

fur pelts?

Why did Spain

build forts in 

the Province of

Texas?

In 1682, French explorer Robert La Salle claimed a large 
area of land in the New World for France.  In honor of King 
Louis XIV, La Salle named the territory Louisiana.  
 From north to south, Louisiana stretched from the 
Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico.  From east to west, 
it extended from the Appalachian (ap•uh•LAY•shun) 
Mountains to the Rocky Mountains.  Louisiana included the 
present-day state of Oklahoma.
 Robert La Salle had big plans for Louisiana.  He 
wanted to establish trade relationships between French fur 
traders and Native Americans in the area.  Robert La Salle 
never got to see his dreams come true.  In 1687, he got lost 
trying to fi nd the Mississippi River.  Robert La Salle was 
killed by his own men.
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 NAME ____________________________________  

DIRECTIONS:   Read each question carefully.  Then, circle the letter for the 
 correct answer.

1 Robert La Salle’s dreams for Louisiana included –
 
  A fi nding the Gulf of Mexico B establishing a fur trade 

  C  making Native Americans mad D being killed by his own men
  

2 After studying the map on the fi rst page of the lesson, you learn – 

  A  the English Colonies were B  the Atlantic Ocean is
   west of New France   northwest of Lake Erie
  
  C the Gulf of Mexico is south D  Robert La Salle traveled
   of the Ohio River   through the English Colonies

3 English colonists built permanent settlements –
 
  A along the Atlantic Coast B  in Spanish territory 
 
  C west of the Mississippi River  D  in Louisiana  

4 What was the fi rst permanent European settlement in the lower
 Mississippi region?

  A the Thirteen Colonies B  Province of Texas  

  C Louisiana D  Arkansas Post

5 Which country controlled the fur trade west of the Mississippi 
 River?

  A France B  Spain

  C Mexico D  England
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2.  Glue one Vocabulary Template onto the blank
       notebook page on the left and one on the blank
       page on the right.

3.  Cut out all of the Vocabulary Words along the bold 
       lines and glue each word on top of a folded strip  
       on the Vocabulary Templates.
    

voyage government

bison North America

sound government

expedition South America

treasurer

governor Native Americans

antislavery

granite abolitionist

lieutenant
governor

West Indies

    o
vern

m
ent

g

W
est Indies

Vocabulary
WORDS
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3.  Open each Big Idea Question Booklet.  Using 
 the information from the lesson, write the
 answer to each Question on the blank space 
 inside of each Booklet.

 Use proper capitalization, punctuation,
 spelling, and grammar in your answers.  

4.  Glue each folded Big Idea Question Booklet 
 on top  of a square on the Booklet Template.

 You will have four blank squares. These will 
 be used in the next lesson.
      

5.  Glue the Booklet Template onto 
 the next blank page of your 
 notebook.
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Have you ever wondered what it would have been like to live back in the 1700s, 
and explore Oklahoma to hunt beaver like the brave fur traders?

In this activity, you will write a story from the point of view of a fur trader who 
traveled to Oklahoma when it was an unsettled and dangerous place to explore.

DIRECTIONS: Before beginning your story, organize your thoughts by 
 answering the fi ve pre-writing questions below and on the next 
 page.
     

 NAME  __________________________________  

1. Give yourself a name.  Describe where you came from and what you looked 
 like.

  _______________________________________________________________________________
 
  _______________________________________________________________________________

  _______________________________________________________________________________
 

2. Explain two reasons for traveling to Oklahoma.

 a. __________________________________________________________________

   __________________________________________________________________

   __________________________________________________________________

 b. __________________________________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________
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During the 1700s and 1800’s, fur traders made the dangerous journey into Oklahoma in 
search of fur-bearing animals like beaver.  The skins were used in the United States and Europe 
to make expensive fur hats.  In this activity, you will follow written directions to draw a 
beaver. 

DIRECTIONS:   Very lightly sketch out the fi rst step. Then, also very lightly add step 2.
 Continue in this way until all four steps are completed.  In each drawing, 
 the new step is shown darker than the step before it so that the lines can be   
 clearly seen.  You should keep your drawing very light.

1.  Draw these shapes to form the head and body.

2.  Add lines to form the legs, the feet, and the tail.
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6.  Unfold each of the flaps and read the Cause Statement.  
       Find and glue the Effect Statement that resulted
       from that cause.  Glue each Effect Statement into its
       proper place on the Cause and Effect Pattern.  

7.  Glue the completed Cause and Effect Organizer onto the left side 
       of your notebook.  You will use the right side of your notebook
 in the next lesson.
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 NAME ____________________________________  

DIRECTIONS: Match the vocabulary word on the left with its defi nition on the 
   right.  Put the letter for the defi nition on the blank next to the 
   vocabulary word it matches.  Use each word and defi nition only 
   once.

A. types of items that are made 
 from raw materials by hand or 
 machinery.

B. a buyer or seller whose goal is 
 to make money. 

C.  soldiers who fought on 
 horseback.
   
D.  a type of church.

E. a group of people who are 
 linked and connected to one 
 another for business reasons.
    
F. tried to be more successful than 
 someone else.
   
G. people sent to spread a religious 
 faith.

H. having more people on one side 
 than the other.

I.  people who are held without 
 permission.

   
 

 1.  ______ port

 2.  ______ merchant

 3.  ______ competed

 4.  ______ missionaries

 5.  ______ captives

 6.  ______ allies

 7.  ______ pelts

 8.  ______ resources

 9.  ______ cavalry

10.  ______ incisor
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VOCABULARY
captives

militias

mission

missionaries

outnumbered

port

resources

surrendered

treaty

BIG IDEAS
What was special

about the Ohio

River Valley?

Which country 

claimed ownership 

of the Ohio River

Valley?

Why do you think

Spain entered the

French and Indian

War and fought 

for France?

What did Great

Britain and Spain

receive in the 

Treaty of Paris?

By the 1750s, France and Spain had competed over hunting 
and trading territories west of the Mississippi River for 
more than 50 years.  
 In exchange for guns and cloth, Native 
Americans of several tribes, including the 
Comanche, agreed to deliver Spanish and 
Native American captives, horses, and beaver 
skins to French traders.  Native Americans of 
the Lipan Apache tribe allied with Spanish 
traders.  
 In 1758, Comanche and Wichita warriors 
destroyed a Spanish mission in Texas.  In 
return, Spanish soldiers were sent to attack 
the Twin Villages, two Native American 
settlements in Oklahoma and Texas.  The 
battle ended badly for the Spanish and their 
Native American allies.  France tightened its 
grip on the fur trade west of the Mississippi 
River.

EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER
 East of the Mississippi River, France 
competed with England and its English 
colonists for land ownership and hunting 
territories.  
 Both countries claimed to own the same 
areas of land.  Remember, the country that owned the most 
land in North America also controlled the valuable fur trade 
with Native Americans.
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Imagine what it would have been like to be alive during the French and Indian 
War.  What part do you think you would have played in the war?  Would you 
have been a Native American fi ghting for the French?  Maybe you would have 
been an English colonist, fi ghting on the front line.  Perhaps you would have 
been a Spanish soldier called in to save the day for the French.  Think about the 
stories you would have to tell your friends and family when you returned from 
the war.  

DIRECTIONS:  Pretend you are part of the French and Indian War.  Decide 
   what part you play in the war.  Write a letter to someone back 
   home.  Tell him or her about your adventures.     

   Before beginning your letter, organize your thoughts by 
   answering the fi ve pre-writing questions below and on the next 
   page.

1. Who are you planning to you write your letter to?  Explain why you have 
 chosen this person.

  _____________________________________________________________________________  

  _____________________________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________________________

  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 NAME ___________________________________  
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Use the answers to the fi ve pre-writing questions to write a French and Indian 
War letter.  A letter includes a heading, greeting, body, closing, and signature.

Create a heading for your French and Indian War letter.  The heading lets the person 
you’re writing to know where and when the letter was written.  

You will need to know your school’s street address, city, state, zip code, and a date 
during the French and Indian War to create your three line heading.

In the example below, notice the commas between the city and state and the day and 
year.  Also notice that the date is during the actual French and Indian War.

    
 

   EXAMPLE:   14780 N. Oak Road 
      Oklahoma City, OK  73064
      March 21, 1759 

_____________________________________________  

_____________________________________________  

_____________________________________________

HEADING

18
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• Use your scissors to cut out the envelope along  
   the bold black lines.
• Fold the envelope along the dotted black lines.
• Slip your letter inside the envelope, and seal 
   the back of it with a single piece of tape or a   
 sticker.  

DIRECTIONS:

• Turn the envelope so the stamp is in the upper  
 right-hand corner.  Write the address of the   
 person the letter is going to in the center of the  
 envelope.  Decorate your stamp.
• Put your return address in the upper left-hand  
   corner of the envelope.
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al•
lies  people w

ho com
e together to 

help one another in tim
es of trouble.

cap
•

tives  people w
ho are held

 
w

ithout perm
ission. 

cav•
al•

ry  sold
iers w

ho fought on 
horseback.

com
•

p
et•

ed
  tried

 to be m
ore 

successful than som
eone else.

in
•

ci•
sor  one of four sharp-ed

ged
 

teeth in the front of the m
outh used

 
for cutting and

 gnaw
ing. 

m
an

•
u

•
fac•

tu
red

  types of item
s 

that are m
ad

e from
 raw

 m
aterials by 

hand
 or m

achinery.

m
er•

ch
an

t  a buyer or seller w
hose 

goal is to m
ake m

oney.

m
i•

li•
tias  groups of m

en having 
som

e m
ilitary training w

ho are 
called

 upon only in em
ergencies.

m
is•

sion
  a type of church.

m
is•

sion
•

ar•
ies  people sent to spread

 
a religious faith.

n
et•

w
ork

  a group of people w
ho are 

linked
 and

 connected
 to one another

for business reasons.

ou
t•

n
u

m
•

b
ered

  having m
ore people 

on one sid
e than the other.

p
elts  anim

al skins.

p
ort  a city or tow

n located
 next to 

w
ater w

ith an area for load
ing and

 
unload

ing ships.

re•
sou

rc•
es  things found

 in nature 
that are valuable to hum

ans.

ro•
d

en
t  a type of m

am
m

al w
ith large 

front teeth for gnaw
ing or nibbling.

su
r•

ren
•

d
ered

  gave up.

trea•
ty  a form

al agreem
ent.
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SCORE

TOTAL

EFFECT
STATEMENTS

Followed directions to 
assemble and glue two 
Cause and Effect Organizers
into notebook.

Didn’t attempt to assemble
or glue either Cause and
Effect Organizer into 
notebook.

Glued all 6 Effect Statements
into their proper places on
Cause and Effect Organizer.

Didn’t attempt to glue any 
Effect Statements into their
proper places on Cause and
Effect Organizer. 

Assembled and glued one
or two Cause and Effect
Organizers into notebook
but did not follow directions.

Glued 3-5 Effect Statements
into their proper places on 
Cause and Effect Organizer.

Glued 1-2 Effect Statements
into their proper places on 
Cause and Effect Organizer.

CUT, COLOR,
FOLD

Followed directions to cut,
color, and fold two Cause 
and Effect Organizers.

Didn’t attempt to cut, color,
or fold either Cause and 
Effect Organizer.

Cut, colored, and folded
one or two Cause and Effect
Organizers but did not 
follow directions.

Followed directions to cut,
color, and fold one Cause 
and Effect Organizer.

Followed directions to 
assemble and glue one
Cause and Effect Organizer
into notebook.

CAUSE
STATEMENTS

Glued all 6 Cause Statements
into their proper places on
Cause and Effect Organizer.

Didn’t attempt to glue any 
Cause Statements into their
proper places on Cause and
Effect Organizer. 

Glued 3-5 Cause Statements
into their proper places on 
Cause and Effect Organizer.

Glued 1-2 Cause Statements
into their proper places on 
Cause and Effect Organizer.Pre
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